ABSTRACT Word relatedness computation is an important supporting technology for many tasks in natural language processing. Traditionally, there have been two distinct strategies for word relatedness measurement: one utilizes corpus-based models, whereas the other leverages external lexical resources. However, either solution has its strengths and weaknesses. In this paper, we propose a lexical resourceconstrained topic model to integrate the two complementary strategies effectively. Our model is an extension of probabilistic latent semantic analysis, which automatically learns word-level distributed representations forward relatedness measurement. Furthermore, we introduce generalized expectation maximization (GEM) algorithm for statistical estimation. The proposed model not merely inherit the advantage of conventional topic models in dimension reduction, but it also refines parameter estimation by using word pairs that are known to be related. The experimental results in different languages demonstrate the effectiveness of our model in topic extraction and word relatedness measurement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic relatedness computation between two words is of great importance in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1] . It has been widely used in many NLP tasks, such as word sense disambiguation, discourse analysis and so on. Therefore, how to accurately compute word relatedness is always a hot topic in the community of NLP.
Recently, many methods have been proposed to identify semantic similarity of word pairs and can be mainly classified into the following two categories: (1) Corpus based approaches. In this respect, the related approaches based on large-scale corpus can be further divided into neural and non-neural processes. For instance, statistical approaches like Vector Space Model(VSM) [2] , Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) are typical non-neural processes, while word embeddings such as Word2vec [3] are neural solutions. However, results of these approaches rely too much on the quantity and quality of training corpus while lack of the external influence of lexical resources which generally possess high quality. ( 
2) Lexical
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resource-based approaches. Unlike the former category of approaches, these ones leverage external lexical resources such as WordNet and Wikipedia to calculate word relatedness [4] - [16] . Yet one obvious drawback of these approaches is that the construction of lexical resources requires a large quantity of manual annotation, which is a heavy burden. And consequently, such resources cover only a small fraction of language lexicons. As mentioned earlier, both strategies have advantages and disadvantages, and since they are complementary to each other, the combination of them will further improves the measurement of word relatedness. This assumption is demonstrated in many experiments [17] - [24] that have yielded a great number of positive results by combining them together.
Following the aforementioned ideas, in this paper we propose a topic model with lexical resource constraints for word relatedness computation with the aim of absorbing advantages of both two categories. As is known, topic models can be used to learn word-level distributed representations in a dimension reduction way. Specifically, the neighboring context words are collected to form a pseudo document representing the meaning of the center word, and then, topic models are employed to automatically mine the topic-document posterior distribution in latent topic space. Compared with conventional approaches such as vector space model, topic models generate distributed representations with the ability to alleviate data sparsity to some extent, and thus have been widely used in word relatedness measurement and related NLP tasks. For instance, Latent Semantic Analysis [25] - [27] is the first model applied to word relatedness computation. Also based on topic models, [28] compute word semantic relatedness for word sense disambiguation. And in a related application of text segmentation, [29] adopt a topic model to measure semantic similarity with a Fisher kernel. However, in conventional topic models, such as PLSA and LDA, only document-level word co-occurrence has been taken into account, neglecting interactions between documents that deserve consideration. Therefore, the potential of topic models for word relatedness is far from being exploited. To compensate the above-mentioned defect of topic models, in our work, we extend the conventional PLSA model with external lexical resource constraints. Besides the capability of dimensionality reduction in word meaning representation, our model also utilizes external lexical resource to refine model training. This is achieved by incorporating word pairs that are known to be related as constraints in the learning process. To explain in detail, for two related words, posterior distributions of their pseudo documents are no longer assumed to be isolated, but rather encouraged to be close to each other in semantic space.
We mainly make three contributions. Firstly, we propose a novel topic model for word relatedness measurement, which incorporates external lexical resource constraints into PLSA. Our model has benefits of both conventional statistics-based approaches and lexical resource-based approaches. Secondly, we introduce Generalized Expectation Maximization(GEM) algorithm for statistical estimation of the model. Thirdly, experimental results on topic extraction and word relatedness tasks demonstrate the effectiveness of our model. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: We begin in Section 2 with the summary of related work followed by the approach overview in Section 3. Then we elaborate our model in Section 4. Section 5 presents details about how to estimate parameters of our model. Experimental results are reported in Section 6 and in Section 7 we conclude our work.
II. RELATED WORK
The measurement of word relatedness has always been a subject in need of intensive investigation for years. The related work mainly includes the following two categories:
(1) Corpus based approaches. Since [30] first proposed an information-based approach to define and quantify lexical similarity, quantities of works largely based on corpus have emerged, which can be further divided into neural and non-neural processes. Statistical approaches are typical nonneural processes, in which they either use statical metrics such as Point Mutual Information to measure word relatedness, or formulate the notion of distributional similarity as [31] did, deriving the distributional vectors of words from a large corpus to measure the relatedness of words based on the similarity of their context. Besides the work of [32] , Reisinger and Mooney's [33] also belongs to statistical approaches. Afterwards, many researchers apply topic models like LSA [34] and LDA [35] to compute word semantic relatedness by embedding words into latent semantic space. The other kind of approaches adopts neural models to access word relatedness by building distributed word representations(a.k.a. word embeddings) [36] . Different from conventional one-hot representations and distributional word representations based on co-occurrence matrix, distributed word representations are low-dimensional dense vectors trained with neural networks by maximizing the likelihood of a text corpus. Based on the theory, a series of works employ deep learning techniques to learn high-quality word representations [37] , [38] , among which Word2vec [3] with skip-gram generates considerable excitement. Nevertheless, all these approaches greatly depend on the training corpus, whose quantity and quality is hard to guarantee, while neglecting the access to external lexical resources, which are generally of high quality.
(2) Lexical resource-based approaches. With the appearance of lexical databases such as WordNet and Rogets' Thesaurus, many researchers tried to implement these external lexical resources into word relatedness computation [4] - [16] . Most of these approaches leverage lexical resources that encode relations between words including synonymy, hypernymy, and meronymy. However, the construction of lexical resources not only requires expertise in lexicography, but also costs a lot of time and effort. Consequently, such resources often provide limited coverage, which could aggravate the ineffectiveness of relatedness computation. To solve this problem, recently, some approaches based on large amounts of human knowledge like Wikipedia have been proposed, such as Explicit Semantic Analysis [39] and Temporal Semantic Analysis [40] . Besides, [41] devise a method that uses lexical resources, as opposed to collaboratively constructed resources such as Wikipedia, to measure relatedness.
With the purpose of absorbing the advantages of the two above-mentioned directions, many researchers have tried to introduce external lexical resources into corpus based models and have obtained good results. In this respect, the related work often applies supervised learning techniques to assemble relatedness scores obtained by different methods [17] - [22] . In accord with our idea, [23] and [24] effectively combine the above two directions using neural networks. Despite the same motivation, our model, distinctive from neural ones, is a non-neural process. To be specific, our model is an extension of topic model which also suits word relatedness computation well.
III. THE APPROACH OVERVIEW
When using our method, we implement word relatedness computation in the following three steps.
In
Step 1, we first use context information to represent word meaning, as implemented in the previous works [42] , [43] . Specifically, for each target word w i , i = 1 . . . N in vocabulary V of training corpus C, we collect its N c neighboring context words to form a pseudo document, which reflects the meaning of w i . The collection of all these extracted pseudo documents forms a new training data D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . d N } that can be used to induce posterior topic distributions of these pseudo documents via topic models. Note that the context words are also in vocabulary V and the number of pseudo documents we extracted is exactly as many as that of individual words found in C. Besides, we preprocess the training corpus by removing numbers, punctuation, stop words 1 and infrequent words to speed up and refine model training.
Step 2, we induce the distributed representations of word meaning via topic models. We assume that all the target words found in the training corpus share a global set of latent meanings or senses 2 Z = {z k |k:1 . . . K }, where K is the prior number of senses. Using topic models, we regard each pseudo document as a multinomial distribution over these latent senses, and each latent sense is also a multinomial distribution over words. Based on these conditions, the meaning of a target word can be modeled as the posterior distribution of its pseudo document over this set of latent variables. Formally, the meaning representation of target word w i is defined as follows:
In our work, we accomplish this step with standard PLSA and our model RCPLSA. And we will expand on the latter one in the following sections.
In Step 3, with the above-mentioned word meaning representations based on topic model, we compute the relatedness between two words using Cosine distance function. Given two representation vectors v 1 and v 2 , we apply Cosine distance function to compute their distance:
IV. THE PROPOSED TOPIC MODEL
By introducing lexical resource as constraints into the conventional PLSA model, we extend PLSA to a lexical resource-constrained one for word relatedness measurement.
A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Our model is extended from PLSA, so let us first review the objective function of PLSA. Formally, the log likelihood, which represents the probability of PLSA generating training data D, can be expressed as follows:
where M is the number of pseudo documents, 3 n(w i , d j ) denotes the co-occurrence frequency of word w i in document d j , and p(w i |z k ) is the probability of word w i given topic z k . Note that PLSA is based on conditional independence assumption, namely that documents and words are assumed independent conditioned on the associated latent variables, which means the interaction between documents is neglected. As a result, target word meaning representations, denoted by pseudo document-topic distributions, are calculated with complete independency. Hence, the potential of PLSA for word relatedness is far from being fulfilled.
To deal with the above-mentioned deficiency, we extend the objective function of PLSA with a pairwise regularization term using lexical resource constraints. The lexical resource consisting of word pairs that are known to be related can be obtained easily. We represent all the word pairs with a set S = {(w u , w v )|w u , w v ∈ V && w u and w v is semantic related}. Here we mainly consider the word pairs with synonym, hypernym, hyponym, and meronym relations.
Our model is inspired by network regularized statistical topic model [44] . We call our model lexical resource-constrained Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (RCPLSA). The main idea of our model is simple and natural that pseudo documents of known related words should be assigned similar topic distributions in latent space. Formally, the objective function of the proposed model is defined as:
where R(D, S) is the pairwise regularization term restrained by the related word pair set S, and λ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter used to balance the log likelihood and the pairwise regularization term. Note that RCPLSA can be simplified to PLSA when λ = 1. We consider to define R(D, S) similar to the regularization term proposed by [44] , and the definition is shown as follows:
where d u and d v are corresponding pseudo documents of words w u and w v respectively and κ u,v is the weight of the related word pair (w u , w v ), which is set to 1 in our experiments. Intuitively, R(D, S) measures the topic distribution difference between w u and w v . Essentially, it is a penalty function for topic distributions of related word pairs. The more they differ, the larger R(D, S) will be. In expectation, a topic model with small R(D, S) should be obtained.
V. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The standard method to optimize PLSA is Exception Maximization (EM) algorithm [45] , which searches for the local maximum of objective function iteratively. However, RCPLSA is more complicated than PLSA, since its objective function has an additional pairwise regularization term.
Hence, there exists no closed form solution for O(D, S),
and EM algorithm can not be directly applied to estimate parameters of RCPLSA. Inspired by [44] , we apply GEM algorithm [46] to solve this problem. Similar to EM algorithm, GEM also has an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization step (M-step) in each iteration.
In the E-step, GEM algorithm computes the expectation of the complete likelihood Q ( ; n ), where denotes all parameters {p(w i |z k ), p(z k |d j )} i,j,k and n is the values of all parameters estimated in the n-th iteration. In specific implementation, the distribution of the hidden variable, which indicates the probability of the word w i in the document d j assigned to the topic z k , is computed as:
In the M-step, GEM algorithm finds a better estimation of parameters n+1 to maximize Q ( ; n ), which is defined as follows:
with the constraints that
As previously mentioned, we are unable to directly update parameters using EM algorithm in the M-step for Q( ; n ). Fortunately, according to GEM algorithm, we do not have to find the local maximum of Q( ; n ) at every M-step. Instead, we only need to find a better set of values n+1 for that ensures Q ( ; n+1 ) ≥ Q ( ; n ). GEM does that through optimizing the likelihood part and the regularization part of the objective function separately. To be specific, we divide each M-step into the following two sub-steps:
• First, we search for a set of values (0) n+1 which maximizes L (C) instead of the whole Q( ; n ). The computation of this sub-step is similar to the M-step of EM algorithm. Formally, parameters of RCPLSA can also be re-estimated as follows: • Second, we gradually decrease R(D, S) by repeatedly applying Newton-Raphson method to obtain a better set of values (t+1) n+1 according to (t) n+1 , where
n+1 denotes values of n+1 in the t-th inner iteration. Note that the estimation of p(w i |z k ) does not rely on the regularization term, so that we only need to make further re-estimation of p(z k |d j ). For this, we start from (0) n+1 obtained in the previous sub-step and try the following equation to reestimate the parameters until Q( t+1 ; t ) < Q( t ; t ):
To guarantee that k P(z k |d j ) = 1, we normalize the parameters {p(z k |d j )} k for document d j after each smoothing step. If there is no (t+1) n+1 ensuring iterative condition, we then consider (t) n+1 as the local maximum point of the objective function Equation (6), and continue to next E-step.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In order to investigate the effectiveness and versatility of our approach, we conducted semantic relatedness experiments on Chinese and English data sets with PLSA and RCPLSA respectively. After that we analyzed modeling results through topic extraction.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
First of all, we set N c = 5 for all experiments in our work. That means, for each word, we collect 10 neighboring context words in total, 5 from the left and 5 from the right, to form its pseudo document. Table 1 shows statistics of external lexical resource in our experiments.
In English experiments, our training data is mainly from Wikipedia. Specifically, using the above-mentioned approach, we finally obtained 91,189,675 pseudo documents for model training. We used three test sets in word relatedness experiments: MTURK-287, 4 MTURK-771 5 and WS-353 6 comprised of 287, 771 and 353 word pairs respectively. The external lexical resource is extracted from WordNet. 7 In Chinese experiments, the training data is sampled from LDC which mainly includes LDC2005T10 and the AFP_CMN part of LDC2007T38. Further, we collected 62,398,617 pseudo documents to train various models. We used WORD-240 8 [47] comprised of 240 word pairs as test data. As for the external lexical resource, we used word pairs from HIT Thesaurus 9 for experiment.
B. WORD RELATEDNESS
In the first group of experiments, we conducted experiments on Chinese and English data sets to verify the effectiveness of RCPLSA compared with PLSA through word relatedness computation.
1) RESULTS OF PLSA MODELING
To compare our model with PLSA, we first conducted experiments using PLSA to find out the best topic numbers for comparison. Here we trained PLSA with different topic numbers: 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300. We applied cosine distance function to compute relatedness within each word pair from test sets according to the distributed word representations generated by PLSA. After that, we compute Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient 10 between predictions of different topic models and human-annotated orders.
Experimental results reported in Table 2 shows that PLSA achieves its best performance when K are taken the value of 150, and thus we set K as 150 when modeling with PLSA and RCPLSA for further investigation.
2) RESULTS OF RCPLSA MODELING
When comparing with PLSA, we set K = 150 for both PLSA and RCPLSA, with which PLSA reaches its best results. Besides, we set the following parameters for RCPLSA: constraint weight λ = 5e-5, learning rate α = 0.3 (following [44] ).
Results are listed in Table 3 . We find that our model is superior to the conventional PLSA, no matter what test data set we use. Specifically, our model achieves 4.7, 3.9, 0.9 and 2.9 percentage points higher than PLSA on the four data sets, respectively. 
C. EFFECTS OF PARAMETER SETTINGS
In the second group of experiments, we studied effects of parameter settings on our model. There are mainly three parameters that can influence the results: (a) Topic number K . (b) Constraint weight λ. (c) Learning rate α.
1) THE EFFECT OF TOPIC NUMBER K
Topic number K represents the dimensionality of latent factor space. Using the whole lexical resource, we built RCPLSA models with constraint weight λ = 5e-5, learning rate α = 0.3, and different topic numbers: 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300.
Experimental results for RCPLSA compared with PLSA using different topic numbers are reported in Table 4 . Generally, our model shows fair robustness over different topic numbers.
2) THE EFFECT OF CONSTRAINT WEIGHT λ
Constraint weight λ controls the impact extent of external lexical resource constraint. Using the whole lexical resource, we still used α = 0.3, K = 150 to train RCPLSA models with different constraint weights: 5e-6, 1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-4, 5e-4 and 1e-3. Table 5 reports the effects of different constraint weights. Optimal performances are obtained when λ = 5e-5. In contrast, these constraints with λ = 1e-5, λ = 5e-6 and λ = 1e-6 becomes counter-productive. But the performance of RCPLSA is still better than that of PLSA. This result indicates the robustness of our model over different constraint weights.
3) THE EFFECT OF LEARNING RATE α
Learning Rate α determines how far the inner iteration step is and how fast the algorithm will converge. In our experiments, we fix the constraint weight λ = 5e-5 and topic number K = 150 to train different RCPLSA models with different learning rates: 0.5, 0.3, 0.1 and 0.05. Table 6 presents effects of different learning rates. Obviously, for all datasets, the best results are achieved when the learning rate α takes the value of 0.3, which coincides with the study of [44] . When α is set as 0.1 or 0.05, the performance of RCPLSA degrades because the effect of lexical resource constraint is reduced.
D. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this part, we analyze the modeling results through topic extraction. In order to qualitatively compare the topic VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 4. Experimental results for PLSA and RCPLSA using different topic numbers with λ = 5e-5 and α = 0.3. We highlight the highest relatedness score in bold for each set. modeling results of the two models, we compared the word distributions of the topics, which are trained with PLSA and RCPLSA from the first group of experiments respectively. Table 7 shows some English topical words learned using PLSA and RCPLSA, respectively. Although the semantic topics extracted by PLSA and RCPLSA are similar, there are still something differences between them. Compared with PLSA, RCPLSA can achieve finer granularity in topics extraction. For example, PLSA extracts one topic related to ''Chinese Province and City'' (the 1st column), while RCPLSA divides it into two distinguishable topics: ''Chinese Province'' (the 4th column) and ''Chinese City'' (the 5th column). Also, the topic mentioned about ''Northeast Asia'' in PLSA (the 2nd column) is further divided into two topics, i.e. ''Korea'' (the 6th column) and ''Japan'' (the 7th column), by RCPLSA. Furthermore, RCPLSA extract a topic about ''Time and Date'' (the 3th column), which is not isolated as an independent topic in PLSA. The above-mentioned results demonstrate the effectiveness of RCPLSA in fine-grained topic modeling.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a lexical resource-constrained topic model for word relatedness. Our model is an extension of PLSA. It refines the training of model parameters by using word pairs known to be related as constraints. Compared with the previous approaches, the proposed model has the advantages of the conventional statistics-based approaches and lexical resource-based approaches. Experimental results on English and Chinese data sets demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of our model.
In the future, we plan to enlarge the scale of lexical resource to further improve our model. Besides, our model is incapable of distinguishing the various meaning of polysemous word. Thus, how to distinguish the different meanings of polysemous words will become another study emphasis in our further research.
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